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Question

Three different opinion polls show different results for the proport ion of
voters expected to vote for Candidate A in an election for mayor.

Poll 1 : Nine of every 20 voters are expected to vote for Candidate A.

Poll 2 : The percentage of voters expected to vote for Candidate A is
52%.

Poll 3 : There are 130,000 people expected to vote, and of these,
55,000 are expected to vote for Candidate A.

In your Answer Document ,  determine which of these polls shows the
greatest favorable result  for Candidate A. Show your work or provide
an explanation for your answer.

Sample Response for Question 5 (Short Answer):

All in percentage terms

Poll 1:  
9

20
 = 45%

Poll 2:  52% (given)

Poll 3:  
55, 000

130, 000
 = 42.3%

Poll 2 is the most favorable, because it  suggests that a higher percentage
of voters wi l l  vote for Candidate A than either of the other polls .

Scoring Guidelines for Question 5:

Score point Description

2 points The response identif ies Poll 2 as the most favorable and
shows work used to compare the proport ions in each poll
through a common measurement.

1 point The response provides evidence of a part ial ly correct
answer and/or solut ion process. The response shows
understanding of some key elements of the task, but
contains gaps or f laws.
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For example, the response may:

Correctly compare two of the polls .  Work for the third is
incorrect or missing.
OR
Determine one of the values incorrectly but correctly use
the values to make a comparison based on these values.
OR
Compare the three polls ; however,  i t  fai ls to identify or
incorrectly identif ies which poll  is  most favorable for
candidate A.
OR
Ident ify poll  2 as the correct choice and in the
comparison of the three polls fai ls to use a common
measurement.

0 points The response indicates inadequate or no understanding
of the task, and the task does not meet the requirements
for one point .

For example, the response may:

Fai l to provide evidence of minimal understanding of the
concept.
OR
Only identify poll 2 as the correct solution without
supporting work.
OR
Recopy information provided in the item with no work.
OR
Show no apparent understanding of the task.
OR
Be blank or the student writes, “I  do not know” or includes
unrelated statements or work.
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Score Point:  0

The response identif ies Pol l 2 with no support ing
work or explanat ion.
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Score Point:  0

The response identif ies Pol l 2 with insuff icient
supporting work.  The work shown is related to the
task, but does not provide adequate evidence of a
solution process or comparison.
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Score Point:  0

The response shows no progress towards
complet ing the task.  Some numbers in the item
have been included in the response; however,  there
is insufficient evidence of understanding of the key
components of the task.
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Score Point:  1

The response indicates Poll  2 shows the greatest
number of votes expected for Candidate A based
on 130,000 voters.   An error was made in
interpret ing or using the proport ion of voters
expected to vote for Candidate A based on Poll  1
result ing in an incorrect number of expected votes.
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Score Point:  1

The response includes accurate work and
percentages of voters expected to vote for
Candidate A for al l three polls .  An incorrect Pol l is
identif ied (Poll  3) based on flawed reasoning
(“gives actual number of people” rather than
proport ion or percent of voters) .
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Score Point:  1

The response shows a correct strategy for making
the comparison.  The percent of voters expected to
vote for Candidate A is provided for Pol ls 1 and 3.
However, the percent found for Pol l 3 is the percent
not voting for Candidate A.  The select ion of Pol l 3
is accurate based on the percents as given.
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Score Point:  2

The response represents poll results  in terms of
percentage of people vot ing for Candidate A and
identif ies Pol l 2 as the most favorable, based on a
direct comparison of the percent expected to vote
for Candidate A.
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Score Point:  2

The response chooses the correct Pol l (Poll  2) as
the most favorable.  All  results are given in terms of
the number of people, out of 130,000, who would
be expected to vote for Candidate A based on
each poll .
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Score Point:  2

The response shows the percentage of people
expected to vote for Candidate A in all three polls
and ident if ies the highest percentage (52% are
predicted).  Selection of Pol l 2 is assumed.
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Question

GM0 0 0 0 GA F X M0 2 1 2 E

10. Tr iangle DEF has vertices with coordinates
D(–2, 1) ,  E(1, 5) and F(2, 3).

In your Answer Document ,  draw and label tr iangle DEF on the gr id
provided.

Draw the tr iangle D ′E ′F ′  by translat ing each vertex of tr iangle DEF three
units to the r ight and two units down. Appropriately label tr iangle
D ′E ′F ′ .

Draw the tr iangle D ′ ′E ′ ′F ′ ′  by translating each vertex of tr iangle D ′E ′F ′
two units to the left  and seven units up. Appropriately label
tr iangle D ′ ′E ′ ′F ′ ′ .

Descr ibe the movements necessary to perform a single translation of
each vertex from tr iangle DEF to tr iangle D ′ ′E ′ ′F ′ ′ .

Sample Response for Question 10 (Extended Response):

E"

F"

D"

E'

F'

D'

E

F

D

To translate DEF to D"E"F," each vertex should be moved one unit  to r ight
and five units  up.
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Scoring Guidelines for Question 10:

Score point Description

4 points The focus of this item requires the student to correctly
graph tr iangle DEF and perform the two translat ions in
sequence. Finally,  the student wi l l  identify the translat ion
moves that would take tr iangle DEF to the third tr iangle in
the sequence. Labeling is  ident if ied within the item and
should be included within the response.

The response shows tr iangle DEF and both
transformations clearly and correctly drawn, and al l
tr iangles DEF, D ′E ′F ′ ,  and D ′ ′E ′ ′F ′ ′  are appropriately
labeled. An explanat ion is provided that correctly
describes the transformation from tr iangle DEF to tr iangle
D ′ ′E ′ ′F ′ ′  by translat ing each vertex one unit  to the r ight
and five units up. The work shown is organized and
completely accurate.

3 points The response clearly addresses the key aspects of the
task; however,  i t  includes errors in completing one or two
of the components.

For example, the response may:

Show tr iangle DEF and both transformations correct ly
graphed and appropriately labeled, but the descr iption
of the transformation from DEF to D ′ ′E ′ ′F ′ ′  is  missing or
incorrect.
OR
Show tr iangle DEF graphed correctly and labeled. One
transformation is done incorrectly , (example: D'E'F'
moves to the left ,  or down) but everything else is correct ,
based on this error.
OR
Contain one minor error in any part  of the process. For
example, tr iangle DEF is  graphed incorrectly ; however,
al l other parts of the task are correct based on the
incorrect tr iangle.
OR
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Show tr iangle DEF and both transformations correct ly
graphed, but the labels are missing. The descript ion of
the transformation from DEF and D"E"F" is correct .

2 points The response provides evidence of a part ial correct
answer and/or solut ion process. The response may
adequately address some of the components of the task,
but it  contains major gaps or f laws in other components.

For example, the response may:

Show tr iangle DEF and one of the transformations
graphed correct ly,  but the other transformation is either
done incorrectly or is  missing. The description given is
related only to the one transformation or is missing.
OR
Show tr iangle DEF, and both transformations have been
graphed correct ly, but labels are missing and the
description for the s ingle transformation is unclear or
missing.
OR
Show tr iangle DEF incorrect ly graphed. Both
transformations are consistent with the original graph,
with or without labels .  The descript ion is incorrect based
on the transformation or is missing.
OR
Show tr iangle DEF incorrect ly graphed. One of the two
transformations has an error , but is  consistent with the
original graph with or without labels . The description is
correct based on the transformation.

1 point The response omits s ignificant aspects of the task. There
is evidence of minimal understanding of the concepts
involved in the task and/or solution process; however,  the
response includes signif icant errors in most of the
components of the task.

For example, the response may:

Show tr iangle DEF correct ly graphed, but both
transformations are incorrect or missing.
OR
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Describe the movements necessary for a s ingle
transformation, but the graphs are omitted or incorrect.
OR
Show tr iangle DEF incorrect ly graphed, but there is  one
correct transformation (two congruent tr iangles that
match one of the translations mentioned in the
quest ions).

0 Points The response indicates inadequate or no understanding
of the task, and the task does not meet the requirements
for one point .

For example, the response may:

Fai l to provide evidence of minimal understanding of the
concept.
OR
Incorrectly plot  only the points for tr iangle DEF.
OR
Recopy information provided in the item with no work.
OR
Show no apparent understanding of the task.
OR
Be blank or the student writes, “I  do not know” or includes
unrelated statements or work.
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Score Point:  0

The response shows a minor error in the plott ing of
tr iangle DEF.  The values of x  and y  have been
reversed for point D, result ing in an incorrect
tr iangle.  None of the required translations have
been performed and the descript ion is not
provided.
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Score Point:  0

The response fails to exhibit  minimal understanding
of translations and procedures required for this
task.  Three tr iangles, sl ightly displaced without
using any units or scales,  are randomly drawn.  The
description is  also vague and inadequate.
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Score Point:  1

The response shows tr iangle DEF drawn and labeled
accurately.  Both the transformations and the
description for the movement are missing.  The use
of a different scale (three squares for one unit) to
draw tr iangle DEF does not affect the score as the
tr iangle is drawn correct ly based on the scale
used.
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Score Point:  1

In this response, the tr iangle DEF is drawn and
labeled accurately.  A single transformation is
shown that appears to include parts of the two
transformations in the task (three units to the r ight
and seven units up) and provides only minimal
understanding of the task.  The description is
incomplete.
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Score Point:  1

The response shows tr iangle DEF drawn incorrectly .
While point  D is plotted accurately,  the x -  and y -
values have been reversed for points E and F.  The
first  t ransformation is done correctly based on
triangle DEF as drawn.  The second transformation,
however, is  performed from tr iangle DEF instead of
from tr iangle D’E’F ’ ,  as required.  The descript ion for
the final movement is also inadequate.
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Score Point:  2

This response shows tr iangle DEF drawn and
labeled correct ly.   The first  t ransformation is
incorrect because the movement has been
reversed, shift ing each point two units to the right
instead of three, and three units down instead of
two.  However, the second transformation is correct
based on the tr iangle D’E’F’  as drawn.  An
explanation for the f inal movement from tr iangle
DEF to tr iangle D”E”F” is not provided.
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Score Point:  2

This response shows tr iangle DEF and the f irst
transformation drawn and labeled adequately.
However, the second transformation is performed
on tr iangle DEF instead of t r iangle D’E’F’ ,  as
required.  The description of the movement is also
incorrect.
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Score Point:  2

This response shows tr iangle DEF drawn incorrectly
(the values of x  and y  in plott ing tr iangle DEF are
reversed).  However, both transformations have
been done accurately,  using tr iangle DEF as drawn
and labeled appropriately.  The descript ion for the
movement from triangle DEF to tr iangle D”E”F” is
missing.
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Score Point:  3

This response shows tr iangle DEF and two
transformations drawn and labeled appropriately.
A descr iption is  provided for the movement of the
triangles with each transformation; however, there
is no explanat ion for the movement from tr iangle
DEF to tr iangle D”E”F”.
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Score Point:  3

The response shows tr iangle DEF graphed and
labeled accurately.  The f irst  t ransformation is
incorrect because the points have been translated
only three units to the r ight and not two units down
as required.  The second transformation, from
triangle D’E’F ’ ,  as drawn, to tr iangle D”E”F” is
correct.   The descr iption of the movement from
triangle DEF to tr iangle D”E”F” is also correct based
on what was drawn.
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Score Point:  3

The response includes a minor error in the plott ing
of tr iangle DEF, with point D at (–2, –1) rather than
(–2, 1).   However, both transformations have been
done correctly , based on tr iangle DEF as drawn,
and labeled appropriately.  The descript ion of the
movement from triangle DEF to tr iangle D”E”F” is
also correct .
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Score Point:  4

This response is correct and complete,
demonstrating an understanding of the translat ions
and the task.  Tr iangle DEF and both
transformations are represented correct ly and all
tr iangles have been appropriately labeled.  The
explanation describes the movement from tr iangle
DEF to tr iangle D”E”F” (translate each vertex of
tr iangle DEF r ight one and up f ive) .
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Score Point:  4

This response exhibits understanding of translations
and procedures involved in the task.  Tr iangle DEF
and both transformations have been drawn
correctly and all  tr iangles are labeled accurately.
The description is concise, but adequate,
explaining the translat ion from tr iangle DEF to
tr iangle D”E”F” (1 unit  r ight, 5 units  up).
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Score Point:  4

This response is correct and complete, showing an
understanding of translations and the task.  Al l  the
tr iangles are drawn and labeled correct ly and the
description of the movement from the tr iangle DEF
to tr iangle D”E”F” is accurate.  The work done is
adequate for a score of “4” even though the axes
are not completely drawn and labeled.
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Question

GM0 0 0 0 NX F X H0 4 2 4 S

15. The population density of a state, in people per square mile,  is found
by dividing the populat ion of the state by its area in square miles.
Florida has an area of 53,936 square miles. In 1998, F lor ida had a
population of 14,915,980 and a population density of 276.5 people per
square mile.

In your Answer Document ,  descr ibe the condit ions under which a
different state could have a smaller population than Flor ida but have a
greater population density .

Sample Response for Question 15 (Short Answer):

The area of F lor ida is larger than the area of the state.

OR

The ratio of the area of Flor ida to the area of the state is larger than the
ratio of the population of Flor ida to the population of the state.

OR

If the state had a population of 12,000,000 people, i t  could have an area
of no more than 43,398 square miles. (any set of numbers with a
population less that 14,915,980 and a population density greater than
276.5)

Scoring Guidelines for Question 15:

Score point Description

2 points The success of this item hinges on the response
communicat ing an understanding that the area of the
state must  be smaller than the area of F lor ida in order for
the population density to be higher in the case where the
population is  lower. The supporting work and/or
explanation are clear and complete.

One approach is  a writ ten descript ion of the ratios.
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Another approach is  to actually pick numerical values
that give correct answers to this problem.

1 point The response provides evidence of a part ial ly correct
answer and/or solut ion process. The response shows
understanding of some key elements of the task but
contains gaps or f laws.

For example, the response may:

Ident ify that the area of the state is smaller than that of
Florida; however, i t  states that the population remains the
same or is  larger than that of F lorida.
OR
Not make a dist inction between population and
landmass being larger or smaller.  The supporting work
and/or explanat ion is not complete or clear.

0 points The response indicates inadequate or no understanding
of the task and/or incorrect use of the key elements or
information. The response does not meet the criter ia
required to earn one point.

For example, the response may:

Fai l to provide evidence of minimal understanding of the
concept.
OR
Recopy information provided in the item with no work.
OR
Show no apparent understanding of the task.
OR
Be blank or the student writes, “I  do not know” or includes
unrelated statements or work.
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Score Point:  0

The response indicates inadequate understanding
of rat ios by identifying a state with a larger, rather
than a smaller , area would satisfy the condit ion for
a greater population density .
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Score Point:  0

The response indicates Rhode Island as an
example state, which is potential ly acceptable
since Rhode Is land’s area is  smaller than Flor ida’s.
However, the lack of references to Rhode Is land’s
area compared to Flor ida and the reference to
California provides evidence that the response
does not show minimal understanding of key
elements of the task.
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Score Point:  0

Although New Jersey is smaller than Flor ida in area,
the student makes no direct comparison of area
between New Jersey and Florida. Instead, the
student simply provides new information about the
population and population density of New Jersey,
which does not respond to the item.
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Score Point:  1

The response indicates that the area of the state
would have to be smaller;  however, appears to
base that decis ion on a state with the same
population.  The response shows only part ial
understanding of the key elements of the task by
not addressing a state with a smaller populat ion
than Florida.
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Score Point:  1

The response communicates that the state must
have a smaller area, which shows a part ial
understanding of the task, but proposes a state
with a larger population, which reflects the gap in
addressing the condit ion in the item (a state with a
population smaller than Florida.)
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Score Point:  1

The response provides marginal evidence of
understanding of the key elements of the task.  I t  is
not clear whether the response refers to a state
with a smaller populat ion, or a smaller area.
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Score Point:  2

The response demonstrates an understanding that
the area of the state must be smaller than the area
of F lor ida.
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Score Point:  2

The response communicates quite succinct ly, that
the area must be smaller .  The condit ion in the item
that “the state could have a smaller population” is
assumed.
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Score Point:  2

The response answers the question twice, f i rst by
saying the state must have a smaller area, and
second with a numerical example and summary.
Both answers communicate that the state must
have a smaller area if  the populat ion density is  to
be larger despite a lower population.  Any
numerical values, however unrealist ic,  may be used
provided the density computed is higher than
276.5.
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Question

GM0 0 6 0 MX CX M0 0 6 0 S

The floor plan of one room in a bookstore is a square with an area of
576 square feet. Part of this room is taken up by a café. The border of
the café runs from the midpoints of two adjacent walls .

In your Answer Document ,  f ind the area, in square feet,  of the café.
Show your work or explain how you found your answer.

Sample Response for Question 20 (Short Answer):

Length of wall  of bookstore = 576  = 24

Sides of café = 12

Area of café = 
1

12 12
2

× ×  = 72 square feet

Examples of alternate solut ion processes:

The area of the café is 
1
8

 of the total area of the square or bookstore.

576
8

 = 72 sq ft

Or a diagram may be used to show a solut ion process.

The smaller square is  one-fourth of the larger square so its area is 144.

The area of the café (one tr iangle) is half of the area of the small square
or 72 sq ft .
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Scoring Guidelines for Question 20:

Score point Description

2 Points Recognizing and applying the geometric character ist ics
of the square and tr iangular region is the focus of this
task. The response ut i l izes the propert ies of the square
and the meaning of midpoint to find the area of the
café, 72 square feet , and provides clear work or
explanation. There are a variety of solution processes,
such as computational approaches and visual
approaches; e.g. , div iding the area into regions.

1 Point The response provides evidence of a part ial correct
answer and/or solut ion process. The response shows
understanding of some key elements of the task, but
contains gaps or f laws.

For example, the response may:

State that the area of the café is 72 square feet with a
missing or incomplete explanation.
OR
Demonstrate all  appropriate steps for a solution process
with an incorrect answer due to a minor error in
computation. For example, the response may include
steps for finding the length of the sides of the café and
using that information to compute the area with an
incorrect answer due to a minor computat ion error in
finding the area.
OR
Include a part ial solut ion process with at least one
appropriate, correct step in a solut ion process that can
be used to f ind the area of the café. For example, the
response could find the length of a s ide of the square
but make mult iple errors or make no further process in
finding the area of the tr iangle (café), or the response
may misinterpret the information when f inding the length
of a side of the square; e.g.,  div ide 576 by 4,  and then
complete the process for f inding the area of the tr iangle
accurately using 72 as the length of the sides of the
tr iangle (correct interpretation of midpoint) .
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0 Points The response indicates inadequate or no understanding
of the task and/or inadequate evidence of using the key
elements or information (e.g.,  meaning of midpoint and
the area of the square) to f ind the area of the tr iangular
region. The response does not meet the criter ia required
to earn one point.

For example, the response may

Fail to provide evidence of minimal understanding of the
concept.
OR
Only identify poll 2 as the correct solution without
supporting work.
OR
Recopy information provided in the item with no work.
OR
Show no apparent understanding of the task. For
example, does not reflect any understanding of the
meaning of midpoint and how to use the given area to
find the dimensions of the sides of the square and
triangular region.
OR
Be blank or the student writes, “I  do not know” or includes
unrelated statements or work.
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Score Point:  0

 The response is based on f laws in reasoning by apparently
basing the length and height of the café on 576 as the
perimeter of the bookstore rather than as the area. There is
no clear evidence that the answer (72 square feet) is based
on the area formula or other correct solut ion strategy.
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Score Point:  0

The progression from the computed area of one of
the four squares (144 sq ft) to the ar ithmetic for
computation of the café’s area is i l logical and
unclear.  The response therefore shows no
understanding of the task, and the work shown
does not support the final answer.
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Score Point:  0

The response shows the information given in the
item (A = 576).  An attempt to manipulate an area
formula (A = l  �  w) shows inadequate
understanding of and no progress towards a
correct solution process.
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Score Point:  1

The response shows part ial evidence of an effective strategy by
dividing the square represent ing the bookstore into small  squares
and indicating the port ion represent ing the café. However, the
length and height of the café are based on 576 as the perimeter
rather than the area. The incorrect length of the café’s s ide (72) ,
based on an understanding of midpoint , is used with the formula

for the area of a ( • •1
2

base height ) .
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Score Point:  1

The response shows an appropriate method for
determining the sides of the bookstore ( 576  = 24) and
the midpoint of those sides (Half of 24 is 12) . However,
the formula for the area of a square (12 �  12),  is  used
instead of the area formula for a tr iangle, result ing in an
incorrect area for the café (144 square feet).
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Score Point:  1

The response indicates a correct length, for the sides of the bookstore;
however, ignores or misapplies a key element of the item (the
midpoint) . The formula for the area of a tr iangle is used, but x  cannot
be el iminated from the expression to arrive at a numerical solut ion.
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Score Point:  2

The response shows a visual representat ion and
approach for f inding the area. The bookstore is
divided into four equal regions, based on an
understanding of midpoint . The area of each
region is computed (144) . The response indicates
the area of the café as one-half the area of the
smaller square (72).
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Score Point:  2  The response indicates the tr iangle
or café has a base and height (12) or one-half of

576 , using the appropriate formula for the area of
a square and the definit ion of midpoint . Those
values are used with the formula for the area of

tr iangle ( • •1
2

base height ) to find the café’s area

(72 square feet) .
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Score Point:  2

The response indicates that the length of the base
and height of the tr iangle are both 12 feet.
Ident ify ing the appropriate formula for f inding the
area of a tr iangle is  suff icient evidence of a
correct solution process. Extraneous work (122 + 122

= c2) does not inf luence the score.
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Question

Cameron had $500 in savings on January 1. Quinn had $800 in savings
on January 1. Cameron deposits $20 per week into his savings
account.  Quinn withdraws
$15 per week from his savings account.

In your Answer Document ,  write two equations: one for the amount of
money in Cameron’s savings  x weeks after January 1st ,  and one for the
amount of money in Quinn’s savings  x weeks after January 1st .

Determine the number of weeks unt i l  Cameron wil l  have more money
in his savings account than Quinn. Show your work or provide an
explanation for your answer.

Sample Response for Question 26 (Short Answer):

 C  = 500 + 20x or equivalent equation
 Q  = 800 −  15x or equivalent equation

500 + 20x  > 800 −  15x
35  x > 300
x  > 8.57

There wil l  be more money in Cameron’s account in the 9th week or after

the 8th week or about 8
1

2
 weeks or between 8 and 9 weeks or the first

week in March (assumes four weeks per month).

Alternate solut ion processes for determining the number of weeks unt il
Cameron wil l  have more money in his account than Quinn include making
a table (see example below) or graphing the equations.

Amount in Savings
Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Cameron 520 540 560 580 600 620 640 660 680
Quinn 785 770 755 740 725 710 695 680 665
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Scoring Guidelines for Question 26:

Score point Description

2 points The task includes two components—writ ing equations that
represent the amount of money in each account for a
variable number of weeks and determining the number
of weeks unt i l  the amount of money in Cameron’s
account is greater than that in Quinn’s account . The
response contains accurate equations for f inding the
amount in each account for any number of weeks and
indicates Cameron wi ll  have more money in his savings
account than Quinn in week 9 (or other accurate
response such as those provided in sample responses)
with clear, accurate work or explanation.

1 point The response provides evidence of a part ial answer
and/or solution process.  The response has an error(s) or
does not carry out all parts of the task.

 For example, the response may:

Provide correct equations for each account with an
incorrect answer. Supporting work or explanation is
incorrect or missing for the number of weeks unti l
Cameron wil l  have more money in his account than
Quinn.
OR
Find the correct number of weeks with support ing work
but not provide two correct equations.
OR
Provide one correct equation and one f lawed equation,
but then determine an accurate number of weeks based
upon the equations.
OR
Provide one correct equation with no addit ional work.
OR
Indicate the 9th week without any supporting work or
equations.
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0 points The response indicates inadequate or no understanding
of the task and/or incorrect use of the key elements or
information; e.g., writ ing an equation to represent a
problem situat ion and f inding a value that when used in
both equations meets a specif ied cr iteria. The response
does not meet the cr iteria required to earn one point.

For example, the response may:

State an incorrect number of weeks with no support ing
work or explanation
OR
Give two incorrect equations and no other work or
explanation.
OR
Recopy information provided in the item with no work.
OR
Show no apparent understanding or relationship to the
key components in the task or a possible solution
process; e.g. ,  f inds the sum of the dollar amounts in the
item.
OR
Be blank, or the student writes,  “I  do not know” or
includes unrelated statements or work.
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Score Point:  0

The table suggests the student is adding money to
each account every week, but the equations are
not written in those terms. Neither equation is
correct,  and the student obtains an incorrect
answer (60 weeks) in the second part .  This response
does not meet the cr iteria required to earn a “1.”
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Score Point:  0

 The response shows incorrect equations and
supporting work that results in two different values
for x .  The response has not demonstrated minimal
understanding of the task.
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Score Point:  0

The response shows some manipulat ion of two
numbers in the item. The work and answer provide
no evidence of understanding of the task and
appropriate solution strategy.
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Score Point:  1

 The equations represent ing the amount in each
account are incorrect . An appropriate st rategy
(making a table) is  used to determine the number
of weeks (nine weeks) .
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Score Point:  1

The response provides appropriate equations for
both accounts; however, no evidence of an
attempt to determine the number of weeks unt il
Cameron’s account wil l  have more money than
Quinn’s is shown.
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Score Point 1:

The response shows an acceptable equation for Cameron’s account,
but the equation for Quinn’s account contains an error (a plus s ign is
used to indicate the withdrawal.)  An answer of 60 weeks, found by
using the two equations identif ied, provides evidence of an
appropriate strategy for the second part  of the task.
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Score Point:  2

The response shows two correct equations for
determining the amount in either account after any
number of weeks (x) . These equations are used to
determine when Cameron’s account wil l  surpass
Quinn’s,  result ing in the answer of nine weeks (x  >
8.57).  Al l  work is clear and accurate.
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Score Point:  2

The response shows appropriate equations
representing the amount in Cameron’s and Quinn’s
accounts. An appropriate strategy (guess and
check) and a table are used to f ind the week for
which Cameron’s account wil l  contain more money
than Quinn’s account.
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Score Point:  2

The response identif ies appropriate equations for
the amount of money in Cameron’s and Quinn’s
accounts. A graph of the amount of money in each
savings account vs .  the number of weeks s ince Jan.
1 is provided. The l ines intersect between eight and
nine weeks, and the response (in about 9 weeks
time) is based on the solution process used.
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Question

GM0 0 0 0 DGGXM0 8 5 0 S

A town is conducting a survey to determine if the residents would use a
new recreation facil ity . The survey must represent all  different types of
people who live within the town. Three different survey locat ions were
proposed: a golf course, a day care center and a shopping mall . Every
fi fth person at the location would be asked to take part in the survey.

In your Answer Document ,  determine which of the three proposed
survey locat ions would provide the least  amount of bias. Show your
work or provide an explanation for your answer.

Sample Response for Question 33 (Short Answer):

The survey locat ion that would produce the least  amount of bias would be
at the shopping mall  because it  would provide a random select ion of
people with different interests . The golf course and the day care center
could produce biased results , because they are places where people with
common interests would gather. These two locations would not provide an
overall community opinion.

Scoring Guidelines for Question 33:

Score point Description

2 Points The student identif ies the correct survey locat ion and
logically explains the answer.

1 Point The response provides evidence of a part ial ly correct
answer and/or solut ion process. The response shows
understanding of some key elements of the task but
contains gaps or f laws. For example, the response may:

Ident ify the correct survey location but give a vague
explanation.
OR
Misunderstand bias and use this misunderstanding to
support the claim; e.g. ,  choose the golf course because
the student would be more in favor of the recreation
center,  whereas the other two may be less l ikely to be in
favor of the recreation center .
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OR
Show a clear understanding of bias but does not answer
the quest ion. For example, the response mays addresses
determining which type of facil ity to build rather than
taking the survey.
OR
Ident if ies the incorrect site because of a misconception,
but addresses al l three locat ions using the
misconception.

0 Points The response indicates inadequate or no understanding
of the task, and the task does not meet the requirements
for one point .

 For example, the response may:

Demonstrate no understanding of bias.
OR
Ident ify the Shopping Mall without supporting
explanation.
OR
Ident ify an incorrect location(s) and is vague or
contradicts the selection.
OR
Recopy information provided in the item with no work.
OR
Show no apparent understanding of the task.
OR
Be blank or the student writes, “I  do not know” or includes
unrelated statements or work.
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Score Point:  0

The response addresses only how many people
would take part in the survey. There is no evidence
of an adequate understanding of bias and
appropriate solution strategy.
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Score Point:  0

The response identif ies an inappropriate locat ion
(golf course). The explanation contains an explicit
contradict ion (shouldn’t) , indicat ing an insufficient
understanding of bias and the task.
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Score Point:  0

 The response identif ies the mall ; however,  the
supporting work shows no understanding of bias
and is unrelated to the task.
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Score Point:  1

The response identif ies the shopping mall as least
biased; however, the response provides evidence
of a partial understanding of bias, by indicat ing “it
depends on the kind of person that ’s surveyed”;
however, making reference f irst  to the number of
people surveyed indicates a gap in understanding
bias.
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Score Point:  1

The response shows an understanding of bias;
however, does not ful ly address the question in the
item. The response compares the benefits of
building a mall,  golf course or daycare center
instead of addressing bias in the survey locat ions.
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Score Point:  1

The response identif ies the shopping mall as most
effective because of the number of people (most
populated area). Although sample size may be a
source of bias, the i tem contains no information
about the number of people at each locat ion. This
communicates only a part ial understanding of key
elements of the task and bias.
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Score Point:  2

The response identif ies the mall as having the least
amount of bias and explains this choice by noting
that the golf course and the daycare center would
have people with more similar interests (r ich
people … working mothers) , while the mall would
provide an opinion more representative of the
entire community.
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Score Point:  2

The response identif ies sources of bias in surveying
people at the golf course and daycare center,
describing how people surveyed at those locations
are l ikely to have a favorable opinion of a new
recreat ion center.  By default ,  the response
identifies the mall as having the least bias. The
reasoning in this response is easy to fol low.
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Score Point:  2

The response identif ies the shopping mall as having
the least amount of bias ( large variety of people).
The response also identif ies sources of bias
associated with the golf course (mainly men) and
daycare center (mainly famil ies with chi ldren).


